LIBRARIANS HEETING
Honday, September 12, 1994@ 2:00p.m.
Library Conference Room
The next Librarians Meeting will be on Tuesday, October
11, and tl1e chair will be Landon Greaves.
In place of a for~al agend~, each libraria~ was asked
to give an update· of information in hls/her area.

Kathy reported that the Book Budget for FY 91</95 is
$355,776. From that amount, some NOTIS databases will be
purchased. Kathy said she recently saw Jay. Dobkin (former
Special Collections/Tampa) and spoke with him about his
current.work at Largo Public Library with American genealtgy
collect1on.
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Tina asked if something could be done about all th~
"new book" trucks at Reference.' Signe agreed they were a j
problem and made suggestions. It was agreed to move all 1
.
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books other than new reference to the bookcase near Reserves
immediately. Tina reminded all abot1t her e-mail concerning
constructiori at Tampa campus which has closed access to'·

Covt. Documents for the time being.
Signe suggested shifting' the ASFA terminal with one ~f
the other PCs to cut down on the congestion at Reference;,

Deb said no problem.

Signe discussed the new subject lis~

of periodicals which is kept i11 a notebook at Reference. '
She said to remind users that this is a first draft of a
work i11 progress; it is neither complete nor totally
accurate. If you catch an error or have any suggestions,

please let Signe know.
Deb announced that she removed one BJ200 printer from
LUIS for use elsewhere and urged purchase of at leest two,
if not three new printers. She and Tina gave some pointers
about the BJ200 cartridges: 1) they give no indication they
are wearing out but simply stop when empty; 2) be careful in
seating the new cartridges --may have to remove and try
again·- or they won't work.

Deb is working with Honica Hetz-Wiseman on getting a
Lexis/Nexis set-up. Honica is going to provide the
software; we need to supply a PC, phone line, table and

printer. We will set up ours similar to the way Tampa
Campus does--requiring a letter that states the information
obtained is for classroom use only. An additional password
(obtained through Tampa) is $1500. Deb said we're also
hoping for INTERNET set-up soon.

Jackie Shew said that the Library is in need of a
formal travel policy. Now that the position has been
I
granted, a search committee should probably be set up soon
for the systems person. Deb and Tina volunteered. Landy
said this will be a difficult position to fill. A
i I
discussion followed about the type of person the libr~r~
should search for: primarily techtlical or librarian.
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